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MDL at 20
Wow… it’s hard to
believe 20 years
ago MDL was only a
start-up… We’ve come a
long way in that time.
While MDL has grown and changed,
we remained true to our core
values: Driven by People, Challenge
Everything, Forward Thinking and
Keep it Real.
Today, we have a strong
organisation, whose name –
through our personnel and our
equipment – is reaching all corners
of the world. It’s quite amazing,
actually, and I certainly am proud
of our people, our HSEQ record, our
products and our brand.
Our 20/20 vision – our goal for
marking our 20 anniversary in 2020
– is to bring the One Team MDL
feel to more clients’ projects and
businesses, helping them benefit
from our two decades of experience
and learnings, in line with our
mantra: working together to win.
In this issue you will find examples
of how we achieved this in 2019
across our Offshore, Engineering
and Marine Services.
Are you facing similar challenges
in 2020? One Team MDL is here
to help.

DEREK SMITH
CEO
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MDL carries
out FPSO
winch
reinstatement
MDL Marine Services
has concluded a
complete overhaul
of a number of lifting
equipment on board a
North Sea FPSO, in its
20th year in operation.

The MDL Marine Services project,
which reinstated a 25-tonne riser
pull-in winch and three 200-tonne
anchor chain winches, is estimated
to have contributed to extending
the working life of the FPSO by a
further 10 years.
The initial scope of work carried out
by MDL’s Project and Engineering
team was to survey the lifting
equipment on board the North Sea
facility, to assess condition and plan
5-year maintenance and testing,
following a period of no operation.
Following the survey, the MDL
Marine and Engineering teams
prepared a work pack to execute
the refurbishment on board the
FPSO without taking the equipment
ashore. This included method
statements, lift plans, structural
design and detailed drawings.

The on-board equipment overhaul
included a complete winch strip
down, service, reassembly and
load test. MDL offshore expertise
also came into play for winch wire
respooling, carried out in-situ
under tension by experienced MDL
technicians.
To complete the work scope MDL
also serviced and re-certified a dualpump ATEX-rated HPU (Zone 1) to
DNV-GL code.
Steve Morrison, MDL Project
Engineering Manager, said: “This
mission is an embodiment of the
complete package of services that
customers have access to with MDL.
“From project expertise to
pre-engineer and oversee the
execution of a project, through
our complete in-house services to

carry out comprehensive repairs,
modifications and maintenance of
marine equipment, to then having
MDL offshore personnel on board
to safely operate the equipment
during critical path of the client’s
shutdown campaign.
“Over 1400 MDL man hours have
gone into this project across the
in-house disciplines to deliver a
solution that was fit for purpose
and added value by extending the
assets’ producing life without costly
repair works onshore.
“The MDL team are proud to have
been involved in this project and
are excited to assist future clients
with our project engineering, marine
operations, mechanical handling
and offshore lifting equipment
expertise.”
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Transpooling –
direct savings
for SURF owners
In late autumn, MDL
Marine Services
performed transpooling
of a flexible product
for an independent UK
exploration and production
company, Spirit Energy.
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The project was managed by the
MDL Project Engineering Team
and involved relocating the client’s
product stored on a third-party
storage reel from Denmark to
MDL base in Peterhead. MDL Reel
Drive System was then used to
transpool the product onto an MDL
installation reel.

including MDL Second generation
Reel Drive System, as well as an
MDL deck deflector.

Once set up and positioned in MDL’s
yard, the MDL Offshore Service
team transpoolled the 300m of
product onto a newly-refurbished
MDL 8.6m storage reel.

Steve Morrison, MDL Project
Engineering Manager, said: “This
project highlights the strength
and depth of the MDL team, as
it required arranging loadout,
transport and logistics of the 90Te
reel with our client’s water injection
riser from Denmark, overseen by
an experienced MDL Supervisor
with Hazard Identification and
Risk Assessment support from the
project teams.

The execution included detailed
method statement, storyboard
drawings and the full MDL
equipment spread to carry out the
transpooling over a 4-day period.
Existing MDL equipment was used,

The transpooling operation provided
the client with cost efficiencies
in storage and readiness for
mobilisation, should the product be
required for deployment in Spirit
Energy’s North Sea field.

“During this phase, the Project and
Design Engineering teams were
able to design the modifications
required to the reel for the specifics
of the product, prepare method
statements for the transpooling,
as well as detailed storyboard
drawings and lifting plans to
support the execution.
“All of this was then pulled together
for a job briefing with our offshore
resource team who safely executed
the transpooling in a 4-day
incident-free turnaround. The team
were supported full-time on site
by in-house Project Engineering
representatives”.
A similar project in late 2017 saw
MDL Marine Services transpool three
risers, previously located in Denmark,
onto MDL’s newly refurbished reels
for storage in the Peterhead quayside
facility at a fraction of the cost.

MDL Marine Team concluding
the flexible transpooling
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MDL

The sum of
the parts
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Market-leading
Equipment
Complete lay spreads
Portable vertical/horizontal lay
systems
Tensioners
Reel drive systems
Winches, spoolers and level winders
Turntables
Radius controllers
Compensators
Overboarding chutes
Powerpacks, manifold systems and
controls

Marine
Services
Third-party equipment maintenance
and repairs
System adaptation and upgrades,
including software
Test-bed and FAT services
Re-certification
Product and equipment preservation
Dockside storage

Engineering
Equipment and Operations
Management

Design draughting and
visualisation

Offshore mobilisation and onsite
engineering support

High-quality 3D visualisations
and modelling, animations and
storyboards

Package and project engineering for
new-build equipment, upgrades and
dry docking
Lift planning and method statements
Detailed procedures, O&M manuals,
risk assessments and FMECA

Transpooling operations

Detailed manufacturing drawings for
machining, fabrication and assembly
General arrangement, set up, vessel
layout and sea-fastening drawings
Class approval management and
structural mobilisation support

Product and equipment disposal
Offshore equipment operation,
technical support and training
24/7 onshore support

Engineering and Design
Design and analysis works for
bespoke offshore/marine equipment

Vessel underdeck analysis and
underdeck strengthening solutions

Vessel permanent and temporary
works design

Concept development and FEED
equipment design

Comprehensive vessel integration
solutions including sea-fastening
design

Feasibility studies
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MDL
OFFSHORE
SERVICE

2019 ADDITIONS

To better cater for
clients in remote basins,
the MDL Offshore
Service has grown by a
range of assets – here
are the highlights.
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Horizontal Lay Systems

2-track tensioner

The first Horizontal Lay System in
MDL’s rental portfolio joined the
fleet in June, in time for two backto-back projects in the North Sea,
followed by a mission in Equatorial
Guinea (p.12)

To add to an already unique
portfolio of MDL pipelay tensioners,
the 2-track side-loading unit has
been designed with products of
smaller OD in mind.

To address the growing demand for
the solution, MDL added a second
HLS to the fleet in late 2019. Both
systems are road-transportable and
can integrate with the entire range
of MDL pipelay tensioners.

Today, MDL Offshore Service
consists of 2- and 4-track
tensioners ranging from 6Te –
150Te line pull and capable of
handling products of variable
composition from 25mm – 650mm
diameter. All of the systems are
road-transportable and feature the
unique Failsafe Grip System for
added peace of mind.

Overboarding chutes
Overboarding chutes ensure safe
transition of the product between
the vessel and the seabed, making
them an essential part of any
horizontal lay spread.
MDL’s recent additions to the
fleet extend the range from 2.8m –
5.2m radius.

Reel Drive Systems
The MDL Third-generation RDS –
the most compact system of its
kind – has earned the preferential
status for a number of clients, keen
to utilise it on repeat campaigns, or
re-deploying it on vessels to reduce
sea-fastening design costs.

75Te Horizontal Lay System

75Te/4.5m Overboarding Chute

Maximum product tension: 75Te
(dynamic load)

Dimensions: 7.9m x 3.2m x 6.0m (LxBxH)

Product diameter: 50mm – 600mm OD

Radius of chute: 4.5m

Entry chute radius: 3m

Tension capacity: 75Te (no outboard
supports required)

Overboarding chute radius: 4.5m
Hang-off beam capacity: 75Te

Weight: 12Te (including base component)

Maximum line pull on 11.4m reel: 13Te

The chute is supplied with dedicated rigging
and is road transportable.

TTS-2/70 Series Tensioner

300Te Reel Drive System

Operational mode: 2 track mode

Maximum reel weight: 300Te

Track contact length: 2.5m

Maximum reel diameter: 9.2m

Maximum squeeze: 70Te/track (28Te/m/
track)

Minimum reel diameter: Unlimited (with
packers below reel)

Max operating pull: 12Te at 0.09 CoF (4x
cylinders)

Maximum torque: 80Te/m

Product speed (installation): 0 – 1,000m/
hr (at 60Hz supply)

Max hub rotation speed: 2.0 rev/min at
40Te/m (high speed/low torque), 1.0 rev/min
at 80Tem (low speed/ high torque)

Product speed (recovery): 0 – 500m/hr (at
60Hz supply)

Maximum line pull on 6m reel: 17Te on
any layer

Tension control: 10 – 100%

To avoid a clash of schedules, MDL
built another Third-generation RDS
in the spring. It has also added a
smaller unit to address the demand
for cable installation equipment.
These additions have expanded MDL
RDS capabilities to handle reel and
product weights at the lower end of
the range, for reels at 3m diameter
and above.
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Hat-trick in
Norway with
TechnipFMC
MDL returned to the
Norwegian North
Sea for the third year
running to support
TechnipFMC tie-back
campaign in the basin.
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MDL’s horizontal spread, including
a 4-track tensioner mounted on
the client’s in-house HLS, Thirdgeneration Reel Drive System (RDS)
and deck deflectors were used for
the installation of flowlines in a
producing field in the Norwegian
Continental Shelf (NCS).
In total 14 reels of product were
deployed, ranging between
8.6m – 10.2m diameter. The deck
layout was a replica of the 2018
spread, which enabled 4 reels to
be mobilised on the vessel and
installed on a single journey. This
arrangement was possible thanks
to the narrow footprint of the MDL
RDS and the company’s integrated
Track and Cradle system.

350Te Reel Drive System
(635Te dynamic working load)
Maximum reel weight: 350Te (nominal
as each tower can carry 210Te, overall max
weight dependent on offset)
Maximum reel diameter: 11.4m
Minimum reel diameter: Unlimited (with
packers below reel)
Maximum torque: 75Te/m
Max hub rotation speed: 1.0 rev/min at
37.5Te/m (high speed/low torque), 0.5 rev/
min at 75Tem (low speed/high torque)
Maximum line pull on 11.4m reel: 13Te at
outer flange

The compact design and MDL’s
support in optimising the deck
configuration allowed for an
efficient pipelay campaign, by
reducing the number of port calls to
pick up and drop off empty reels.

MDL Third-generation
Reel Drive System

Dave Gardiner, MDL BD &
Commercial Manager, said:
“Returning to the same field with
the same client three years in a
row is a clear testament to the
successful relationship between
TechnipFMC and MDL in executing
North Sea SURF scopes.
“The partnership approach between
the two companies allows for
improvements in safety, quality and
cost of subsea operations, thanks
to the familiarity of both project
teams with the equipment, deck
plans and one another – onshore
and offshore.
“We look forward to supporting
TechnipFMC on further projects on
both sides of the North Sea, and
elsewhere in the world.”
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Expanding West Africa
pipeline with Ocean Installer
MDL HLS on board
the Viking Neptun

Maritime Developments
has completed a project
offshore Equatorial
Guinea with new client,
Ocean Installer.
The project included installation
of umbilicals and flexible flowlines
using MDL’s equipment and service
personnel: Horizontal Lay System
(HLS) with 85-tonne tensioner plus
work platform and 400Te reel drive
system, mobilised on board the
Viking Neptun.
The aim of the project is to increase
production from the existing field
by bringing 3 new wells online.
Andrew Blaquiere, MDL VP
Americas, said: “This project marks
yet another milestone for the MDL

Offshore Service. It was on the
Viking Neptun that the MDL PVLS
was deployed for its maiden project
in 2015. Now, this vessel hosted
the MDL HLS for its first project in
West Africa.
“More importantly, however, this
mission extends our track record in
this region, where we have already
successfully demonstrated the
benefits of our equipment and
expert personnel on a variety of
work scopes.
“From installing oil offloading
lines using our unique portable
150-tonne tensioner offshore
Nigeria, to deploying the thirdgeneration RDS offshore Ghana
– our portfolio is helping improve
production and support the growth
of the oil and gas industry in
West Africa.”

The MDL HLS was added to the
company’s rental fleet earlier this
year and has proven track record
on projects in the North Sea
before the EG mission.
The system features a 4.5m
overboarding chute, a 3m
entry chute, a work platform to
accommodate installation of
buoyancy modules and a 75Te
hang-off beam. It can also be
equipped with hydraulicallyoperated pivoting davit arms.
Like the rest of the MDL fleet
it is road-transportable, can be
assembled on the quayside off
critical path and mobilised on
board a vessel in two lifts: one for
the HLS and the second for the
tensioner.
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